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Introduction 

Resource economists, planners, and locc:.1, stat.e and region<tJ. offi
cials have long been concerned v1ith \~ater qualit.y and sup;;>ly rnan2.9eme:1t 
issues withir. the New England area . .!! The pri.max-y respon sibiJ. it;y fm~ 
the planning and implementation of the majority of water resource px-0grams 
within the region rests with local and state .::-.1:tborities. '!'h·~r~ are, 
however, efforts t.o approach many water supply anc quality problems, 
particularly those '"1hich extend over a number cf mtmicipal and state juris
dictions, on a coc1rdinated, regional basis, for e x.=unple, t 11rongh +.h e 
various federal-state River Basins Commiss:Lons establish~d t-.hroughou1: 
the United States.~ 

The ability to undertake a coordinated regional approach for oeal
ing with future \-Tater resource problems, though, requires 1:hai; planners 
be able to anticipate, if only approximately, w11at the particul?..l: .P J~oblems 

are likely to be. Thus, there is a need for plarmin<;< models "Ylhich can 
assist. regional as v1ell as local and stat.e off:!_cials in undP.rst.a.nding the 
consequences of, say, expected economic and demog-raphic deve lopments on 
the region's water resources.l/ 

* This work is a result of research sponso::::ed by NOAA, Office of Sea 
Grant, U.S. Department of Commerce. 

For selected surveys of water resources research in NeT•T Englancl, see 
Forste and Christensen [3, pp. Gl-7] and Snkol0sky fl?.j- An excellent, 
recent addition to the literature may he fo1md in Russe).l, Areay, a nd 
Kates [9}. 

Y In the northeast, the New England River :::!<'1Sir:,s Commission i:::~ the f ederal 
state authority coordinating regional wat:er c:nd relatE!d land resources 
planning. An example of a major reigor,:"ll planniag effort. may be f nund 
in [ 8] . 

Y One could reverse the causality impliec. in ·the text tn dete ril'.ine 1:he 
consequences of water resource programs for measure;, of economi::: 
activity. In some cases, for example, for chan~es in environmental 
regulations m7 flood plain management schemP.s, thi.s point. of v:~ ·~\'l is 
relevant. However, in this paper we adc>pt t.he viewpoir.t. tha:t ;'-:GDnonnc 
developreents are not essentially determinec'.! by 1vat.e~ :t:esonrce prograns . 
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Our purpose in this paper is twofold. First, we wi sh to summari z e 
the fi ndings of an inter-industry study designed to r ev e al t he inte r
depende nc i es amo ng i ndustries and the linkages between t he economy and 
the wa t e r re s ources of the Narragansett Bay area. Se cond, we wi s h to 
pre s ent some pre liminary results of an attempt to apply the r e gional 
i n t e r-industry model to the problem of forecasting the potential impact 
on the water supply and water quality of Southeastern New England. These 
foreca s t s will be bas ed on predicted changes in the level and distribu
tion of economi c activity and population. 

There is no r e ason to b e lieve, a priori, that the ave r a ge value 
p r o duc t of water or of the environment , when it is regarded as an input, 
are s i milar among economic activities. Indeed the findings of thi s 
s t u d y i ndic ate that there are considerable diffe rences in water and ef
fluent inte n s ities among industries. Thus, it is fundamental to the ana
l ys isin thi s p a per that, given relative prices , regulatory me asures, and 
t e chnology , water demands and pollution discharges will dep end importantly 
on c hang e s in the level and the composition of economic activity as well 
as o n population changes. In this connection it is evide nt that extra
polati on techniques for forecasting water demand and e ffluent g e neration 
are p rone to be highly misleading since there is no guarantee that the 
rate and mix of future economic changes will be the same as past or cur
r e nt trends. Similarly, more sophisticated econometric techniq u e s can 
b e of limited value for predictive purposes if the future level and com
position of economic activities differ from the industries include d in 
the cross section or time series data used to estimate the coefficients. 

The paper is organized into three parts . Section I contains a 
statement of the properties, assumptions and limitations of the economic
environmental, inter-industry approach used in the study. In Se ction II 
data sources are discussed, and the results of the implementation of the 
model are summarized. This section also contains some p reliminary results 
of an attempt to apply the model to the problem of forecasting r e gional 
water demands and effluent generation. A summary and concluding comme nts 
are presented in Section III. 

I. The Mode l 

The analysis undertaken in this study centers on an i n ter-industr y 
or input-output model of regional ecortomic activity. The model can b e 
formally stated as follows: 

where 

X- a X=Y 

(I -a ) X = Y 
X = (I -a ) - ly 

a represents an nxn matrix of technical coefficients 

(1) 

(2) 
(3) 

Y represents an nxl vector of final demand for the region ' s goods 
and services. 
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I represents an identity matrix . 
X represents an nxl vector of total output required to produce Y. 

The a matrix of technical coefficients reflects the direct struc
tural inter-dependencies among industries within the region. Each ele
ment of this matrix measures the amount required from industry i in order 
for industry j to produce one dollar of output, where i and j refer,_

1 
respectively, to the rows and columns of the a matrix . The (I- ~ ) 
matrix (the "Leontief inverse"), on the other hand, expresses the direct 
and indirect linkages among the industries of the region. A given ele
ment of (I- a )-l is interpreted as the total requirements from industry 
i in order for industry j to meet a one dollar expansion in final demand . 

Environmental-natural resource considerations can be linked to eco
nomic activity in the following manner. First, a matrix of direct en
vironmental coefficients must be constructed each element of which mea
sures effluent discharges into, or resource requirements from, the 
environment resulting from a one dollar expansion in each industry's 
economic output. The matrix is dimensioned such tha·t each column corres
ponds to an economic sector of the input-output model and each row defines 
a specific environmental parameter. For example, row j could be BOD5 , 
while j+l might be acidity. In practice, of course, the selection of the 
appropriate environmental parameters often is restricted by the problem 
of data availability; where possible, however, it is desirable to design 
the environmental matrix to include those waterborne effluents that are 
most significant in terms of the potential ecological consequences to the 
region. 

The direct environmental matrix, when post multiplied by the (I- a) 
-1 

matrix from (3), yields a matrix of direct and indirect environmental 
coefficients. Each element of this matrix depicts not only the environ
mental interactions each economic sector directly incurs , but it also 
indicates the less obvious, indirect environmental repercussions resulting 
from the structural inter-dependencies existing among the sectors of the 
regional economy . In symbols, this can be expressed as: 

E = E:[I-a. ]-l 

where 

e: an mxn matrix of direct environmental linkages. 
[I- a ] -lthe inter-dependency coefficients from (2) and (3) 

E an mxn matrix of direct and indirect environmental linkages . 

Thus, for any of the n industries included in the transactions 

(4) 

table of the input-output model, each of the corresponding m coefficients 
can be interpreted as the direct and indirect water resource consequences 
--in terms of the specified environmental parameters--of one dollar ex
pansion in the final demand for the output of the nth industry. 

It is worthwhile, at this point, to consider the shortcomings, and 
hence the limitations, of the model developed above. First, the economic 
model is subject to the many simplifying assumptions characteristic of 
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input-output analysis [6, Ch. 8; 7]. In general this type of model tends 
to be demand oriented. Perhaps the most significant assumption, though, 
is that the relationship between inputs and output as reflected by the 
technical coefficients is constant throughout the production range. Thus~ 

each sectnr's utilization of inputs is solely dependent upon its level of 
output, aud Lhis relationship is set as a fixed proportion. In addition, 
the average and marginal propensities to import into the region, by in
dustry, are assumed to be equal and constant. 

The fixed proportions rule also is assumed for the interactions be
tween economic output and environmental linkages, as evidenced by the 
constant environmental coefficients. It is, in addition, important to 
emphasize that effluent generation, per se, need not be identical to the 
problem of technological external diseconomies. Technically, the results 
of this study are only a part of the overall problem of relating economic 
activity to regional ecological impacts. Regional ecological effects 
are not endogenousto the model developed in this paper; such effects, 
as determined by natural scientists, must be estimated independent of the 
model and then related back to economic factors. This approach differs 
substantially from that of Isard et al [5]. In their model, economic 
interactions with the ecologic system are assumed to take place on a con
stant coefficient basis [5, Ch. 3, Sec. 5]. The Isard model, then, is 
theoretically more complete than the one presented here, but it is open 
to question whether the additional set of biological interactions ap
proaches a linear relationship. 

' 

li. Application of the Model 

The regional model used to derive the results in this paper is based 
primarily on the work by Feld [2]. The model is a static, partially closed 
(the household sector is treated endogenously) inter-industry model, 
which encompasses ec0nomic activity within the Narragansett Bay Drainage 
Basin. This region covers some 742 square miles and is inhabited by ap
proximately 990 thousand people residing in both Rhode Island and South
eastern Massachusetts. In the Rhode Island portion, over 90 percent of 
the State's population and economic activity are within the study area. 
In Massachusetts the area covered includes portions of Norfolk County, 
Worcester County and Bristol County as well as the city of Attleboro. 

The inter-industry model has 59 endogenous economic sectors and four 
final demand sectors, and the environmental matrix contains information 
on 35 effluents andon water demand, i.e., the£ and E matrices in (4) are 
of the order 36 x 59. However, since the water demand and effluent dis
charge forecasts in this paper are based on the economic forecasts of the 
Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA), Department of Commerce, it is neces
sary to aggregate the regional economic sectors to make them comparable 
with the BEA industry breakdown. 

The development of the technical coefficients is discussed in detail 
in Feld [2, Ch • . 3]. With regard to the environmental matrix , initially it 
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was felt that environmental coefficients for the E matrix would be avail
able from secondary sources [1, 4, 9]. However, this data proved ex
ceptionallysketchy and in most instances could not be applied to the 
model because of differences· in sector definitions. Fortunately, a 
relatively new data source became available. Corps of Engineers' permit 
applications for discha~ges into navigable waters are now public r e ccrd 
and contain information 'Vlhich can be translated into relevant coeffi
cients [14] . The permit applications proved useful in developing co
efficients for over one-third of the economic sectors delineated in the 
model. Even more important, the activities covered are recognized as 
those critical industries in terms of waterborne wastes generated. In 
addition, the level of detail far exceeds what is available from other 
sources with as many as 28 specific parameters quantified for individual 
sectors. The final matrix of environmental coefficients utilized i n this 
study containsa more disaggregated compilation by sector than any simi
lar tabulation encountered in the literature. However, the water demand 
information, at this point, draws on the findings of others [1 , 4, 9, 15]. 

II.A Regional Water Coefficients 

In Table l the direct, and the direct and indirect, water demand 
and effluent generation coefficients, by BEA industry category, are sum
marized. These coefficients correspond, respectively, to E and E in the 
text (see (4)); however, for convenience all the effluent discharge infor
mation has been aggregated to a single environmental flow for this paper. 
It should be noted, however, that for particular applications total pounds 
of waste is not an ideal index of pollution as the damages caused by 
waste production in an aquatic environment depend on the specific compo
sition of the waste and on the nature of the ecological system . 

Each of the four coefficients in Table l is classified in one of 
five categories ranging from LL, "low-low", to HH, "hi4h-high", and in 
addition each indus·try is ranked for each coefficient._/ 

Several aspects of Table l merit emphasis. First, as noted earlier 
there are considerable differences among industries for each of the 
direct coefficients. Second, it is apparent from differences between the 
direct coefficients ,and the direct and indirect coefficients that the 
indirect water resource consequences of an expansion in the final out
put of many sectorsmn be important for the region. For example, con
sider the waterdemand coefficients of the apparel and other textiles 
sector. The direct coefficient has the lowest classification, LL, but 
when the indirect economic effects and the associated derived water 
demands are taken into account, the coefficient shifts up two classes to 
M. In fact, it is interesting that there are sectors for which no direct 
water demand data were available--operationally, this means the sectors 

~/ The five classifications are, in ascending order, LL, L, M, H, HH . 
The equivalent numerical scale for each classification accompanies 
Table 1. 
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Table 1 

Water Demand and Effluent Generation Characteristics, Per Dollar of 
Earnings, by Industry, for the Narragansett Bay Drainage Basin~ 

INDUSTRY 

Agriculture, Forestry, 
Fisheries 

Mining & Construction 

Manufacturing 
Food & Kindred Products 
Textile Mill Products 
Apparel & Other Textiles 
Printing & Publishing 
Chemicals & Allied Prod. 
Lumber & Furniture 
Machinery, excl. Elec. 
Electrical Equipment 
Motor Vehicles 
Other Trans. Equip: 
Paper & Allied Products 
Petroleum Refining 
Primary Metalots 
Fabri~ated Metals 
Mise . . ,Manufacturing 

Transportation, Communica-
tions, Public Utilities 
Transportation & 
Warehousing 
Communications 
Utilities 

Wholesale & Retail Trade 

Finance, Insurance, Real 
Estate 

Services 
Lodging & Personal Serv. 
Business & Repair Serv. 
Amusements, Recreation 
Service 
Private Household Serv. 
Profe3sional Services 

Water Demand 
Scale and (Rank) 

DirectfY' 

n.a. 

LL (19) 

L 8) 

M 6) 
LL ( 9) 

LL (15) 
HH ( ·4) 

LL (18) 
LL (17) 

LL (16) 
LL (14) 

LL (13) 

HH ( 3) 
H ( 5) 

LL (ll) 
LL (10) 

LL (20) 

HH ( 2) 

n.a. 
n.a. 

HH ( 1) 

n.a. 

n.a. 

LL (12) 

M ( 7) 

n.a. 

n.a. 
n.a. 
n.a. 

Direct and 
Indirect£/ 

L (25) 

L (29) 

L (17) 

H ( 7) 

M (14) 
L (26) 

HH ( 4) 

L (21) 
L (24) 
L (27) 
M (15) 
L (18) 

HH ( 3) 
HH ( 5) 

M (12) 

M (16) 
LL (32) 

HH ( 2) 

H (31) 

L (28) 
HH ( 1) 

M 8) 

L (30) 

M (10) 

H ( 6) 
M ( 9) 

L (20) 
LL (33) 

M (11) 

Effluent Generation 
Scale and (Rank) 

Direct£/ 

LL (29) 

L (15) 

H ( 9) 

H (10) 

HH ( 3) 
LL (28) 
HH ( 2) 

HH ( 5) 
LL (31) 

L (13) 
L (21) 

L (18) 
HH ( 1) 

HH ( 4) 

H ( 7) 

L (16) 
L (17) 

M (11) 

LL (30) 
LL (32) 

H ( 8) 

L (22) 

LL (27) 

M (12) 

HH ( 6) 
LL (26) 

L (20) 
LL (33) 

L (19) 

Direct and 
Indirect£/ 

M (18) 

M (19) 

H ( 9) 

H (10) 

HH ( 4) 
M (28) 

HH ( 2) 
HH ( 7) 

M (25) 
M (17) 
M (14) 

M (12) 

HH ( 1) 
HH · ( 5) 

HH ( 3) 

M (16) 
M (21) 

H (11) 

M (27) 
M (29) 
H ( 8) 

M (26) 

M (20) 

M (13) 

HH ( 6) 

M (15) 

M (22) 
M (33) 
M (24) 

(continued) 
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Water Demand Effluent Generation 
Scale and (Rank) Scale and (Rank) 

Direct an9 Direct and 
INDUSTRY Direct£/ Indirect£ Direct.!:Y Indirect£/ 

Ci·Jilian Government n.a. L (19) LL (24) M (31) 
Federal Government n.a. M (13) L (23) M (23) 
State & Local Government n.a. L (23) LL ( 25) M ( 32) 
Armed Forces n.a. L ( 22) M (14) M (30) 

Scales: 

A. Effluent Generation, lbs. per $1. of earnings 

LL - less than .01 
L - .01 - .l 
M - .l - l.O 
H -1.0 - 3.0 

HH -OITer 3.0 

B. Water Use, gals. per $1. earnings 

Rankings 

LL - less than 29 
L - 20 - 50 
M - 50 -100 
H -100 -200 

HH -over 200 

The industry ranks are in a descending order of magnitude . 

~ Note: Composite figures for effluent used in the table un
avoidably contain some elements of double counting, and in addition some 
of the items are not strictly additive. The classifications in the 
table were derived under a specific set of assumptions which are ex
plained in the text and other table notes. Source: Adapted from: 
Sidney Feld, An Economic-Waste Generation Model of Narragansett Bay, 
Rhode Island (unpublished doctoral dissertation, Department of Resource 
Economics, University of Rhode Island, 1973) • 

.£1 The direct coefficients specifically relate to the industry 
breakdown for the Narragansett Bay area, in Feld, Ibid. 

£I The direct and indirect coefficients are adapted from Feld, 
Ibid. and they can be applied to sub-areas outside the Narragansett 
Bay drainage area (see the text) only insofar as the economic structure 
of these areas and the environmental and water demand coefficients can 
be regarded as at least approximately similar to that of the Narragan
sett Bay area. 
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were assigned a zero direct coefficient--yet they have direct and in
direct water demand coefficients ranging from LL to H in one case. 
Overall, there are only six sectors where the direct and indirect water 
demand coefficient is in the same classification as the direct coeffi
cient. 

Clearly, one implication of the results in Table l is that, for re
gional water resource planning purposes, it can be short-sighted to ex
amine only the direct water demands from an expected increase in the 
final output level of particular sectors. For many activities, the in
direct water demands may be quite important. This is another way of 
stating the more technical point that, although the a matrix and the E 

matrix for a region will have a good many zero elements, the (I- a)-l 
and the E matrices will contain relatively few zero elements. The inter
industry approach, in this regard, is ideally suited for obtaining mea
sures of the disaggregated, indirect economic and environmental effects 
of changes in the final demand for regional outputs. 

Similar observations apply to the effluent generation coefficients 
contained in Table l. The direct coefficients vary considerably across 
sectors, and the direct and indirect coefficients in most cases are in 
higher classifications than the corresponding direct coefficients. Again, 
the total environmental consequences of an increase in a sector's ac
tivity level will depend upon the linkages within the regional economy. 
For example, conside~ the primary metals sector, which, directly, is a 
"dirty" industry in our classification system, i.e., its direct coeffi
cient isH, and it has a rank of 7. An examination of the a matrix (not 
included in the paper) reveals that the most important direct regional 
inputs into this sector are, in descending order, from itself and from 
the chemicals and utilities sectors. In Table 1 these sectors, respec
tively, have direct effluent discharge coefficients of H, HH, and H. It 
is understandable, then, how the direct and indirect effluent generation 
coefficient for the primary metals sector can be HH and move up in rank 
to 3. 

II.B Preliminary Forecasts of Water Demands and Effluent Discharges 

In addition to its use in revealing the structure of the Narragan
sett Bay regional economy and the linkages between the regional economy 
and the derived demands for water and environmental services, the model 
can be used for forecasting purposes. 

Our aim, it should be stressed at the outset, is not to attempt to 
obtain precise forecasts of water demand and effluent generation. This 
would imply, for one thing, excessive faith in a single set of economic 
forecasts (discussed below). Also, the water demand and effluent genera
tion data are at present, incomplete and are continually being improved. 
In addition there is the question of whether an inter-industry approach, 
or for that matter any single approach, can be expected to provide reli
able forecasts in this area. 

Thus our purpose in making these forecasts is only to provide some 
indicative measures of what autonomously forecasted changes in the level 
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and composition of economic activity and the level and distribution of 
population could mean to the Southern New England area, given the speci
fic assumptions of the approach. 

The approach taken is as follows. First, an adjusted Bureau of 
Economic Analysis' forecast of population and of earnings, by industry, 
for water resource areas is employed.~ This information is available 
[13] for the following Southeastern New England areas for 1980 and 1990.§/ 

1. Greater Boston 
2. Worcester-Fitchburg-Leominster 
3. Fall River-New Bedford 
4. Coastal Massachusetts (essentially, Cape Cod) 
5. Providence-Pawtucket-Warwick 
6. Coastal Rhode Island 

The earnings data by area and by industry are then multiplied by 
the coefficients underlying the construction of Table 1 for 1969, 1980 
and 1990. To these figures we add a (preliminary) per capita water de
mand of 25,000 gallons a year esti,,ted by Siegel [11] times the popula
tion in each area for each period.- The resulting 1980 and 1990 totals 
for water demand and effluent generation, when divided by the correspon
ding figures for 1969, indicate an index of future water demands and waste 
discharges, by area, relative to the base period, 1969.~ 

~ The BEA of the Department of Commerce makes forecasts for each of 
the water resource areas throughout the United States. Essentially, 
the methodology employed is a shift-share approach modified by cer
tain historical trends for each area, by technological factors, and 
by changes in population and the labor-participation rate over time. 
The BEA forecasts for Southeastern New England may be found in [13]. 
However, the BEA forecasts in [13] are probably on the high side 
primarily because they are ba$ed on an assumed rate of population 
growth, the so-called series C projections, which appears to be too 
high in light of recent trends. Consequently, the economic and 
population forecasts used to derive Table 2 were arbitrarily de
creased by ten percent. We are indebted to Niels Rorholm for dis
cussion on this point. 

§! Forecasts have been made out to 2020 [13]. However, forecasts over 
such an extended period are not likely to be reliable, and these 
figures are not used in this study. 

2/ The per capita figure in the text is not adjusted for seasonal fac
tors; consequently, peak load considerations have to be regarded as 
outside the results of this paper. 

~ To the extent both numerator and denominator are off by the same 
multiplicative factor, any error would be self canceling. 
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The results are summarized in Table 2. The adjusted BEA forecasts, 
used in conjunction with the coefficients underlying Table 1, indicate 
that water demand in 1980 could be as much as 1.52 times that of 1969 for 
the total Southeastern New England region. For 1990, the index could be 
~7 for the region as a whole. 

Table 2 

Future Wa ter Demands and Effluent Generation in 
Southeastern New England Relative to 1969 ~ 

A~A 

Greater Boston 
Worcester-Fitchburg-Leominster 
Fall River-New Bedford 
Coastal Massachusetts 
Providence-Pawtucket-Warwick 
Coastal Rhode Island 

TOTAL-Southeast New England 

Water Demand 
1980 1990 

1.52 2.17 
1.52 2.16 
1.53 2.20 
1.80 2.89 
1.46 2.03 
1.87 2.96 

1.52 2.17 

Effluent Generation 
1980 1990 

1.51 2.13 
1.46 2.02 
1.45 1.96 
1.85 3.03 
1.48 2.06 
1.69 2.54 

1.50 2.11 

~ Note: The assumptions and limitations underlying the results in 
Table 2 are explained in the text. 

SOURCES: Feld [2], Siegel [11], and the adjusted B.E.A. fore
casts in [13]. 

On the other hand, waterborne effluents discharged into the en
vironment in 1980 and 1990 could be 1.5 and 2.11 times as large as the 
1969 figure for the region, other things held equal. The highest water 
demand and effluent generation ratios, not surprisingly, are for Coastal 
Massachusetts and Coastal Rhode Island, the two areas which are expected 
to grow at the most rapid rate. 

It is essential that the assumptions used to construct Table 2 be 
made explicit. First, constant technical and environmental coefficients 
are assumed. Changes in relative factor prices and environmental regu
lations, and advances and changes in water treatment and water using 
technologies could be expected to alter the coefficients. In general., 
the farther out one forecasts, the less valid is the assumption of con
stant coefficients. (Of course, the coefficients can be improved and 
brought up to date in the light of new knowledge.) Second, the results 
in Table 2 assume that the technical and environmental coefficients of 
the Narragansett Bay region can be regarded as approximately representa
tive of the other sections of Southeastern New England. Third it is as
sumed that the adjusted BEA forecasts used for the water demand and ef
fluent discharge projections are reasonably reliable indicators of future 
economic developments. And finally, it is assumed that the highly aggre-
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gated economic sectors e~ployed in this study will continue to reflect 
the relative composition of industries found to exist in the base year. 

III. Summary and Conclusions 

In this paper we have presented some results of an inter-industry 
study designed to provide an understanding of the structure of the Nar
ragansett Bay regional economy and the linkages between the economy and 
the derived demand for water and environmental services. In addition, 
some preliminary, indicative forecasts of future water demands and ef
fluent discharges, relative to a base period, were made for the South
eastern New England Area, under a specified set of simplifying assump
tions. 

We have argued that the inter-industry framework outlined in this 
paper can provide important insights into the inter-dependencies between 
economic activity and the use of the region's water resources. This 
model, perhaps when used in conjunction with complementary information 
on elasticities and technological trends, can be of value for water re
sources planning at the regional level. 
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